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The present study aims at contributing to the growing discourse on analytical methods in marketing research by 
highlighting the use of Consistent Partial Least Squares (PLSc) estimation to assess reflective models used in 
marketing literature. Specifically, it demonstrates the significance of using PLSc and compares it with the 
traditional PLS. The results show that PLSc is more robust than traditional PLS in estimating convergent validity 
and path coefficients, and yields better power – coefficient of determination (R2) and effect size (f 2). It is also 
found that PLSc generates better holdout results than traditional PLS. This study complements and extends prior 
research on PLSc, and subsequently serves as a resource for marketing researchers who use variance-based 
approach in their research. Implications, guidelines and future research directions are discussed. 
 





Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) technique has become one of the most powerful statistical 
techniques across various disciplines in recent years. An increasing number of researchers have begun 
to recognize its ability to model latent variables, taking into account the various forms of 
measurement errors, and test the underlying theories in a structural manner (Pakpahan et al., 2017). 
Thus, they stand to benefit from this technique by acquiring more reliable and valid findings to answer 
respective research questions with accurate estimation.  
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